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Background
• The long term assessment of the consequences of nuclear waste
disposal and CO2 storage require a fundamental understanding of
the process that control the release and mobility of the
disposed/stored materials
• In the case of radioactive waste disposal we need to understand the
key processes controlling the release and transport of radionuclides
through the geosphere
• In the case of CO2 we need to understand the long-term
geochemical processes that will control its release back to the
atmosphere

Background

• In this context, URL’s are essential to qualify and quantify key
processes at the repository/storage site scale

Background
• Amphos21 has been involved in the last 25 years in the assessment
of the interaction between fluids and host rocks in the geological
disposal of high-level nuclear waste as well as the storage of CO2
and CH4-H2.
• The main tasks developed were the predictive simulation of the
short to long term behavior of the experiment, and further
calibration once the experimental results have been obtained.
• Results from these projects have provided valuable data for the
development of underground geologic storage.

What does Amphos21 in Carbon Storage
• Amphos 21 has been involved in a large variety of research and applied projects on
carbon storage, mainly focused on:
• Site characterization and pre-operational baseline studies
• Model prediction of CO2 injection and storage system evolution

• Development of monitoring tools based on lab experiences and
natural analogues for on-shore injection projects
• Quantification of the risk, communication and public outreach
• Experimental characterization of CO2 (sc) injection into reservoir
rocks

Site characterization and baselines studies
• Hontomin CCS pilot plant (OXY-CFB300 Compostilla project)

Gas flow baseline at Hontomín pilot plant site (North Spain) (from Elío et al., 2013)

Model prediction of CO2 injection and storage system evolution
• San Pedro CCS prospect (Duero Basin, Spain): Calculation of the
storage capacity and injected fluid evolution
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Model implementation of the San Pedro injection prospect Dome B

Model prediction of CO2 injection and storage system evolution
• San Pedro CCS prospect (Duero Basin, Spain): Calculation of the storage
capacity and injected fluid evolution

Prediction of the evolution of the
injected CO2 in the San Pedro
structure

• The CarbFix project (Iceland).
– Aimed to provide a complete carbon capture and storage (CCS) solution at a single
operating power plant including capture, transport, and storage.
– Its goal is to store carbon by accelerating the transformation of CO2+H2S into
stable carbonate minerals as rapidly as possible by injecting them into basaltic
media.
– Amphos develops 3D model simulation allow the prediction of the reaction paths of
the injected gases and the optimal sequestration P-T conditions.

Geological model implementation

Computed fluid T streamlines

Development of monitoring tools based on lab experiences and natural
analogues for on-shore injection projects
• The PISCO2 project was intended to determine how CO2 flows out and
find leakage indicators.

Development of monitoring tools based on lab experiences and natural
analogues for on-shore injection projects
• Numerical modelling considering slight changes in soil compaction
Experimental data

provided a very good fit with the experimental measurements.

Modelling data

4 days

(From Gasparini et al., 2015)
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Quantification of the risk
• Amphos 21 combines ground measurements of CO2 concentration in the

atmosphere and atmospheric dispersion modelling to predict if leakage of
gas can be a risk situation.

Natural analogue of CO2 emission in Campo
de Calatrava volcanic field (central Spain)

Gas measurement in the atmosphere over the emission area

Quantification of the risk
• Prediction of the risk conditions due to leakage through atmospheric
dispersion modelling.
Model prediction of CO2 concentration over
the emission area at different heights and
atmospheric pressures

Experimental characterization of CO2 (sc) injection into reservoir
rocks
• Experiments using rock cores from the Hontomin site area.
• The dissolution of brine into anhydrous supercritical CO2 during
injection in deep saline aquifers may lead to adverse effects due to
salt precipitation and subsequent porosity clogging.
• This phenomenon may strongly reduce the permeability and limit
the injectivity in the vicinity of the injection point.
• In this work, a number of experiments of CO2sc-rock-brine
interaction were performed using drilled samples from the
Hontomín reservoir formations
• Numerical modelling of these experiments was developed to
simulate dry-out effect and quantify the permeability reduction

Experimental characterization of CO2 (sc) injection into reservoir
rocks
• Experimental set-up
• Core samples: Arcera Fm Sandstone
(Upper Jurassic). Porosity (18-23%).
Virtually free of carbonates.
• Synthetic interstitial brine: ~170,000 mg·L1 with Na+, Ca2+ and Cl- being the main
ions.

• Before the injection experiment, the drill
core was submerged in the brine for a
week to ensure pore saturation.
• Supercritical CO2 was injected in the core
under conditions of T= 80 ºC and P= 120
bar at 5 kg·h-1.

Experimental characterization of CO2 (sc) injection into reservoir
rocks
• Results
• After injection CO2sc displaced
the interstitial brine from the
sample but part of it dissolved
into the CO2.
• The degree of dissolution has
been high enough to cause an
almost complete drying of the
pores and precipitation of
halite.
• Such precipitation was not
regularly distributed in the
sample, but it was more
intense in the first two
centimetres close to the
injection point

Precipitation of NaCl in the studied cores

Experimental characterization of CO2 (sc) injection into reservoir
rocks
• Modelling
• The numerical simulation with TOUGH2
predicted that CO2sc dissolved quickly
after the injection in the sample.
• After 3 h hours of injection, supercritical
CO2 dried half of the sample which
implies
salt
precipitation
and
permeability reduction.
• Salt precipitation was predicted to reach
16 % of the porosity in the injection point
and permeability reduced by 70 % locally
and an average of 25 % in the dried zone
of the rock sample.

Predicted evolution of CO2(sc) saturation
(Sg) after 3 h of injection

Some illustrative examples of URL studies
In this presentation, a number of representative projects in which A21 has
been involved are shown:
• The Long-term Test of buffer material (SKB/Äspö HRL)
• Gas experiment at Mont Terri URL (Switzerland)
• Hydrogen microbial consumption at Mont Terri URL (Switzerland)
• Groundwater flow and transport of solutes, GWFTS Task Force
(SKB/Äspö HRL)
• Alternative buffer material test, ABM experiment (SKB/Äspö HRL)

The Long term Test of buffer material experiment (LOT)
• The LOT test was developed at Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (Sweden) and was
focused on identifying and quantifying any mineralogical alterations in the
bentonite exposed to typical repository-like conditions.
• Copper corrosion, cation transport, and bacterial survival/activity were studied
Evolution of temperature in the near field

The Long term Test of buffer material experiment (LOT)
• Experiment set-up

Scheme of the A0 experiment

The Long term Test of buffer material experiment (LOT)
• Modelling.

Temperature profile of the A2
experiment

The Long term Test of buffer material experiment (LOT)
• Modelling.

Model implementation in PHAST code of
a bentonite ring in the A2 experiment

The Long term Test of buffer material experiment (LOT)
• Modelling.

Sulphate and chloride
concentration modelled
and measured in the A2
experiment

Evaluation of a gas experiment at Mont Terri URL
•

The anaerobic corrosion of iron-based elements causes the generation of hydrogen is considered
to be the major contributor to repository gases).

Our work focused on:
i)

the chemical aspects of
hydrogen gas generation
and consumption, and

ii)

the

main

features

of

diffusive gas transport in
the pore water of Opalinus
clay

and

bentonite.
Scheme of the possible pathways for H2 oxidation in
subterranean conditions (from Bernier-Latmani and coworkers, ENSI Meeting, March 2014).

compacted

Evaluation of a gas experiment at Mont Terri URL
•

H2 concentrations assuming H2 generation by corrosion and consumption by abiotic chemical reactions

Base Case – Results

Geometry of the 1D axisymmetric calculations in Comsol Multiphysics
Evolution of H2 aqueous concentration in observation points

Zoom of first 100 years

Evaluation of a gas experiment at Mont Terri URL
•

H2 concentrations assuming H2 generation by corrosion and consumption by abiotic chemical reactions

Base Case – Results

Aqueous H2 concentration profiles at different times

X = 0.05 m corresponds to the steel/bentonite interface

Microbial H2 consumption at Mont Terri
•

A sophisticated experimental set-up was implemented to identify the bacterial community
present in the clays and quantify biotic process induces by the presence of H2 as energy
source for bacterial growth

Experimental setup used in the bioreactor experiment (Mont Terri project, 2014) (from Bernier-Latmani
and co-worlers, ENSI Meeting, March 2014).

Groundwater flow and transport of solutes, GWFTS Task Force (SKB/Äspö HRL)

•

This Task Force is intended to develop advanced modelling of groundwater flow and
transport of solutes at the Äspö HRL.

Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (Sweden)
Picture courtesy of SKB

Groundwater flow and transport of solutes, GWFTS Task Force (SKB/Äspö HRL)
Figure courtesy of SKB

Long Term Sorption Diffusion
Experiment (LTDE-SD) at Äspö

Nilsson et al. (2010)

•

Predictive modelling was made for the tracer penetration
profiles. Regardless of the chosen parameters, the
discrepancies between the modelled and observed profiles
were more pronounced than the similarities.

•

The heterogeneous nature of the rock matrix, in terms of
both the microporous network and mineral surfaces
available for sorption, has been qualitatively offered as an
explanation for the discrepancy (Nilsson et al. 2010).

Groundwater flow and transport of solutes, GWFTS Task Force (SKB/Äspö HRL)
LTDE-SD1 rock sample taken from the Äspö
Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) is Sweden.
• Data from X-ray microtomography used to build a
grain-scale reactive transport model.

Groundwater flow and transport of solutes, GWFTS Task Force (SKB/Äspö HRL)

Sketch of the Inter-Granular Network model
(Iraola et al., 2017)

Grain type A
Grain type B
IGN

Three-dimensional visualisation of the LTDE-SD1 sample as
imported in the computer code PFLOTRAN (Iraola et al., 2017).
The sorbing minerals are shown in red (biotite).

Reactive transport calculations carried
out in the supercomputer JUQUEEN at
the Forschungszentrum Jülich

Groundwater flow and transport of solutes, GWFTS Task Force (SKB/Äspö HRL)
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Groundwater flow and transport of solutes, GWFTS Task Force (SKB/Äspö HRL)
• High Performance Computing solutions along with
detailed micro-CT data have allowed to shed light on
the anomalously long penetration of strongly
sorbing radionuclides
• These anomalous profiles are indeed related to the
sparse availability of sorbing minerals
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Conclusions
• Quantitative process modelling has been a valuable tool to:
– Improve the design of the experiment set-up through predictive
simulations.
– Obtain accurate hydraulic and chemical parameters through model
calibration of experimental results.
– Extend the evolution of the systems under study through long-term
simulations.
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